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About This Software

Check out this special edition of 3DCoat for modding in-game items, such as weapon skins and more. At this moment we’ve
implemented support for Counter-Strike: Global Offensive only, but expect support for modding World of Tanks vehicles and

other games soon.

The application enables fast downloading of archives from the game client into the program
distributive and unpacking the weapon model files. Create your own textures or apply

ready-made ones onto the weapon models. Bump technology, i.e. creating surface relief
imitation, is featured among the program's tools.

We have been able to simplify the process of creating weapon skins as much as it’s possible.
Now you do not need to install a bunch of various software to work with one model. All the
processes starting from loading the model and up to designing and publishing it into Steam

workshop can be done with 3DCoat only. Watch the trailer above to get familiar with the program's features
and the process of publishing the ready-made files into Workshop_Workbench.

Note: On purchasing this software you will automatically receive a unique registration key that will be linked to your account.
No extra action is required from you to be able to use the program.

Enjoy and feel free to leave us your comments and feedback on 3DCoat Modding Tool.
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See I spent about 20$ to buy play claw 5 and then spent 10$ to buy an upgrade to get play claw 6.
In total i spent 30$ to get a better version of play claw.
Meanwhile, play claw 6 only costs less than 15$.
So I literally spent a double price to get the same♥♥♥♥♥♥as a supporter of this software for about 2 years??
Saying that it is rather more beneficial to buy 6 alone since you don't have to record something with 2 software.
ARE YOU KIDDING ME?
ARE U SERIOUS?
IS THIS WHAT U DO TO UR GOOD'OL CUSTOMERS?
BRILLIANT COMMERCIAL SENCE
I'm not British,I do simple math well.
Go ♥♥♥♥ yourselves.. enjoyable for a couple of minutes.
after like 10-30 minutes it becomes really boring, but that's fine because you got to enjoy it for 20min.

i recommend this game because it's fun to play FOR A WHILE.

umm you shouldn't pay 5€ for it, but 1€ for the game is worth it in my opinion.
. The Colorado episode is probably the best so far. 100% hostile environment. It starts with high tension and it just keeps
building. EPIC MISSION! If you're still not enjoying this new Hitman game by now then i really don't know what to say. ITS
AMAZING! BUY THIS EPISODE! BUY THE GAME!. A short but great game! I was immersed in the game the entire time
and enjoyed the story a lot, especially how it was delivered. Being birb was fun would recommend. Would do again. Great
game, just be prepared to die! Alot!. The puzzles are challenging in comparison to Samorost. But compared to earlier titles in
this subgenre of adventure game, do not expect Alice: an Interactive Museum, Monty Python's Complete Waste of Time, or
Blue Ice. I quite liked the art of the characters, but I wish some story had been told among them. It's very short. You will
probably enjoy yourself 3 hours and never think of the game again if you get it on sale. I was stumped by one puzzle towards the
end of the game that refenced something several scenes back and I didn't remember (because I'd had supper in the meantime),
and so I used the clever ingame hint system. It's worth missing a puzzle to use it once. I liked the idea. I also liked that the game
didn't feel the need to walk you through a tutorial on how to use it or any of the rest of the functions. The magnifying glass I
liked less well. And the way going toward the top of the screen would open the inventory--but sometimes you had to click on
things up there was very annoying. I guess I give a very mild thumbs up, with hopes of more complicated puzzles in a future
installment.. I could have bought Cold, Cold Heart DLC Campaign for $4.99 with the Christmas Deal. Then I saw the season
pass was only $9.99 I figured why not this should be fun.

Until I realized the "DLC" is buried away under challenge modes after searching for 10 minutes just to find it. This is a waste of
money and I regret spending the extra $5 for the season pass.

If you enjoy challenge modes go ahead and buy it, but it's not my cup of tea. I was hoping for more Campaign gameplay.

In my opinion this should have been given away for free with the original game.. Not really a game you'll play time and time
again. You'll have completed it in a few hours and then maybe only play it whenever you're bored and feel like wrecking
something. Realism fanatics: This does not have particularly realistic physics. It is not a bug nor do I think it will ever be
patched, so if you demand realism in your games, you may want to give this one a miss as you might end up more annoyed than
entertained.
. Refund Refund Refund!!!

Sub $2 game. Who makes these prices for games? is it the dev?
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I just finished my first ending and really enjoyed it so far. The story is nothing special for a visual novel, but very entertaining.
You can choose youre daily routine (earn some money, buy a present) and meet youre favourite Character.
Furthermore, you have to play an liquor mini-game. It's like a memory game with different levels of difficulty. If you win, you
can increase the affection of the girls. Besides, the player has to find out all the information of the characters through the right
questions. There is a high replay value because of the different endings and the beautiful Art Style of Sayori. If you love a mix
between Nekopara and honeypop, you will enjoy this game.
You shouldn´t expect a great depth of the story, but it´s a decent game :)

+Sayoris Artwork <3
+High Replay Value
+Decide Your own daily routine

- not much depth. gameplay is amazing, but unfortunately the game is slow to be finished, only a paltry amount of levels and a
sandbox map to play around with. not recommending until more content is released. This is a great little game. There isn't too
much content, but it should keep you busy for a few hours at least. It was surprisingly very funny, and I laughed out loud on
numerous occasions. If you want something a little different from what you have been playing a lot, this game foots the bill. I
would buy it again!. Idea is good but execution is very bad. Clumsy controls and no way to configure preferences (eg.
movement). Refunded.

Played on HTC Vive.. Funny little game, worth a try just for a laugh. It's a shame that games these days have really just been
going down hill.. Tobias : [as Trinity and Bambino ride into the Mormon camp] Welcome, brothers!

Bambino : [gruffly, to Trinity] Who told him we were brothers?

Trinity : [innocently] Wasn't me.
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